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Abstrat. Traeroute is one of the most famous and widely adopted di-

agnosti tool for omputer networks. Although traeroute is often used

to infer links between Autonomous Systems (ASes), the presene of the

so-alled third-party (TP) addresses may indue the inferene of false

AS-level links. In this paper, we propose a novel ative probing teh-

nique based on the IP timestamp option able to identify TP addresses.

For evaluating both the appliability and the utility of the proposed

tehnique, we perform a large-sale measurement ampaign targeting �

from multiple vantage points � more than 327K destinations belonging

to about 14K ASes. The results show how TP addresses are very om-

mon and a�et about 17% of AS-level links extrated from traeroute

traes. Compared to a previously proposed heuristi method, our teh-

nique allows to identify many more TP addresses and to re-interpret part

of its results.

1 Introdution

An aurate knowledge of the Internet topology is essential for a deep under-

standing of suh a omplex and ever-evolving system [7, 11, 19, 20℄. In the last

deade many attempts have been done to overome the inompleteness of BGP-

derived AS-level topologies [12℄ using traeroute [4, 8, 13℄. However, traeroute

is known to be inaurate and to indue errors when its results are used to infer

the Internet topology [15, 17, 27℄.

One soure of inauray is represented by the so alled third-party (TP)

addresses [14, 18℄, i.e. addresses assoiated to interfaes whih are not atually

traversed by the IP pakets sent toward the traeroute destination. While several

other auses may impat the auray of AS links derived from traeroute � suh

as divergene between data and ontrol paths, anonymous hops, unmapped hops,

Internet exhange points (IXPs), multi-origin AS pre�xes, and siblings � TP

addresses (when shared between peering AS neighbors) were reently de�ned

by Zhang et al. [27℄ as �the last and the most di�ult ause to be inferred�

and as �a huge obstrution towards the auray of traeroute measurements�.

Several works, by using heuristi methods, tried to deal with suh issues with

di�erent objetives: to explain the mismathes between BGP- and traeroute-

derived AS paths [8, 27℄, or to omplement the AS-level topology inferred from

BGP repositories [4, 8, 13℄. However, to the best of our knowledge, only two



works tried to isolate and study the phenomenon of TP addresses in order to

quantify their impat, ahieving di�erent onlusions. By adopting a heuristi

method based on IP-to-AS mapped traeroute traes, Hyun et al. [14℄ onlude

that TP addresses mostly appear at the border of multi-homed ASes and annot

be a signi�ant soure of AS map distortion. On the other hand, by using pre-

omputed AS-level graphs and pre-aquired knowledge about routers interfaes,

Zhang et al. [27℄ onlude that TP addresses ause 60% of mismathes between

BGP- and traeroute-derived AS paths, where mismathes a�et from 12% to

37% of the paths depending on the vantage point.

In this paper, for shedding light on this ontroversial topi, we propose the

�rst ative probing tehnique able to diretly detet the presene of TP addresses

in traeroute IP paths. Our tehnique is based on the IP prespei�ed timestamp

option [5℄ and requires no previous knowledge about routers interfaes, nor AS

paths provided by BGP or IP-to-AS mapping. Performing a large sale measure-

ment ampaign, we evaluate the tehnique showing that: (i) the same IP address

may be a TP or not depending on both the soure and the destination of the IP

path; (ii) TP addresses a�et 17% of the AS links extrated from our dataset

and (iii) they appear in a signi�ant portion of the deteted AS-level loops. We

further ompare our tehnique with the method proposed by Hyun et al. [14℄,

whih is the only other method not using AS paths extrated from BGP. The

omparison reveals that only 1.5% of IP addresses deteted as TP by our teh-

nique are reognized as suh by their heuristi, explaining the underestimation

of the phenomenon.

The paper is organized as follows. Se. 2 introdues TP addresses and ex-

plain their e�et when traeroute is used to infer topologial information; Se. 3

presents our ative probing tehnique to identify TP addresses in traeroute

traes; Se. 4 desribes the methodology adopted to evaluate the proposed teh-

nique as well as the main �ndings; Se. 5 onludes the paper.

2 Understanding TP addresses and their impat

The RFC1812 [5℄ states that the soure address of an ICMP error paket should

orrespond to the outgoing interfae of the ICMP reply, rather than the interfae

on whih the paket triggering the error was reeived [14℄. This behavior an

ause a traeroute IP path to inlude addresses assoiated to interfaes not

inluded in the path atually traversed. For instane, the trae from S to D in

Fig. 1 ontains the sequene (a, b, c) of IP addresses (hereafter IPs), where a

and b are assoiated to the inoming interfaes of routers A and B respetively,

and c is the interfae used by router C to send ICMP replies to the traeroute

originator. The IP  is a TP address sine it is assoiated � in this spei� trae

� to an interfae not e�etively traversed by the pakets sent from S to D.

The ourrene of TP addresses an have a signi�ant impat on some traer-

oute appliations. The major impat is related to the inferene of AS-level links

from traeroute traes: as shown in previous works [14, 27℄, TP addresses may

ause the inferene of false AS links. Consider again Fig. 1: if the IP address b



Fig. 1: TP addresses induing the inferene of false AS links

belongs to ASx, and c belongs to the ASz addressing spae, then the IP-to-AS

mapping of the trae will indue the inferene of a false AS link, i.e. ASx−ASz.

Note also how the TP address hides the ASy whih, tough traversed, does not

appear in the mapped AS-level trae.

While TP addresses may also impat subnet positioning [26℄ and alias reso-

lution [25℄, foring the adoption of several omplex heuristis, in this paper we

fous on their impat on the AS-level links inferred from traeroute traes.

3 Deteting TP addresses

Our tehnique only requires two probes to understand if an IP address disovered

by traeroute lies on the path (OP) or not (TP).

Basi priniples. Our tehnique is based on the IP prespei�ed timestamp

(TS) option [23℄. It allows to prespeify in a single paket up to four IP ad-

dresses from whih a timestamp is requested. Hereafter, we adopt the notation

PROBE X

∣

∣

ABCD introdued in [24℄, where PROBE is the probe type, X is the

targeted destination and ABCD is the ordered list of prespei�ed IPs from whih

a timestamp is requested

1

.

Thanks to a large-sale measurement ampaign targeting more than 1.7M IP

addresses [10℄, we deteted that most routers (inluding Ciso devies), when pro-

essing suh option, insert one timestamp every time the probe passes through

the interfae assoiated to the prespei�ed address. Suh behavior an be easily

deteted by targeting Y with an ICMP

echo
request Y

∣

∣

YYYY probe. Aording to [10℄,

if the ICMP

echo
reply message ontains 1 timestamp, it means that the interfae Y

was only traversed by the probe when entering the router. If it ontains 2 times-

tamps, Y was traversed by the probe providing either one timestamp when both

entering and leaving the router or two timestamps just when entering. Finally,

3 timestamps our if the probe was stamped twie when entering the router,

but only one when leaving it. In suh three ases the targeted router exposes a

per network interfae stamping behavior, whih an be exploited to understand

if a traeroute hop is part or not of the forward IP path.

1

The order implies that B annot insert its own timestamp before A, and so on.



Fig. 2: Classi�ation of the hop Y disovered by traeroute toward D.

TP address detetion tehnique. In order to understand if the hop Y dis-

overed by traeroute toward D is a TP address, the proposed tehnique works

aording to the following steps (see Fig. 2): (1.) it targets Y with an ICMP

echo
request

Y

∣

∣

YYYY probe to verify if it is lassi�able or not (see below); (2.) if Y is las-

si�able, it targets D with UDP D

∣

∣

YYYY

2

: if the TS option brought bak into

the payload of the ICMP

port

unreach message ontains at least one timestamp, Y is

lassi�ed as OP, otherwise it is a TP address.

The �rst step is neessary beause there are other less ommon router be-

haviors that may lead the tehnique to misleading results. Indeed, adopting a

onservative approah, a traeroute hop Y is onsidered non−lassi�able ev-

ery time there is no lear evidene that its router has a per network interfae

stamping behavior, as in the following irumstanes:

� Private address (PVT): Y is part of a private addressing blok and it

may be unreahable by the ICMP

echo
request message or it may be employed in

di�erent networks along the path toward the destination. In the latter ase, a

timestamp in the ICMP

port

unreach message may be inserted by a di�erent router.

� Lak of reply (NO−REP): no reply is reeived to ICMP

echo
request Y

∣

∣

YYYY,

thus either the targeted devie dropped the probe or the reply was �ltered

along the path

3

.

� The TS option is removed (NO−OPT): the ICMP

echo
reply message reeived

from Y ontains no TS option, thus either the targeted hop did not repliate

the option in the reply or the option was removed along the path.

� Zero timestamps (NO−TS): the targeted devie simply ignores the TS

option, without inserting any timestamp in the ICMP

echo
reply message.

� Four timestamps (JUN): the targeted devie provides 4 timestamps. Suh

behavior has been already observed in the ase of Juniper routers, whih

insert their timestamp also when the prespei�ed address is assoiated to any

owned interfae [10℄. Hene, the presene of a timestamp in the ICMP

port

unreach

message obtained during the seond step would not allow to lassify Y.

In other words, a traeroute hop Y is onsidered lassi�able only if it provides

from 1 to 3 timestamps when diretly probed with ICMP

echo
request Y

∣

∣

YYYY.

2

UDP probes allow to avoid ambiguities aused by the reverse path [10℄.

3

In [10℄, we observed how equipping lassi ative probes with the TS option auses

a strong redution of the responsiveness.



We also implemented and made publily available

4

an enhaned traeroute

version, based on paris−traeroute [3℄, whih applies our tehnique to lassify

the hops disovered along the path toward the destination.

4 Experimental evaluation

In this setion, we desribe the large sale measurement ampaign onduted to

evaluate the proposed tehnique as well as the main �ndings.

4.1 Measurement ampaign

To evaluate our tehnique, we seleted more than 327K destinations in 14K
ASes among the ones showing stable responsiveness to both ping, aording to

the PREDICT projet [2℄, and UDP probes arrying the TS option

5

. To perform

a large sale measurement ampaign, we used 53 PlanetLab nodes [6℄ loated in

di�erent ASes as vantage points (hereafter VPs).

In partiular, eah node was instruted to (1.) send UDP probes toward

the destinations and selet those whih reply and preserve the TS option; (2.)

launh UDP paris-traeroute toward the seleted destinations; (3.) launh an

ICMP

echo
request Y

∣

∣

YYYY toward eah intermediate hop Y; (4.) selet the lassi�able

hops as the ones providing 1−3 timestamps; (5.) send an UDP probe toward

the traeroute destination prespeifying eah time a di�erent lassi�able hop

olleted on the path. In order to avoid ambiguities aused by load balaners,

the UDP probes used to lassify the hops and the ones generated by traeroute

are rafted as part of the same �ow aording to [3℄.

After removing the traes a�eted by �ltering, the �nal dataset � publily

available

4

� onsisted of ∼12M traes for a total number of ∼ 443K addresses.

4.2 Main �ndings

Sine every VP traed IP paths toward the same destinations, a spei� IP

address may be disovered by multiple VPs: this happens espeially for those

loated lose to the destinations. Fig. 3 shows how many distint VPs disovered

the same IP address: more than 96% of IPs were aptured by at least two VPs,

while about a half were aptured by more than 35 VPs.

Hops lassi�ability. When an IP address is aptured by multiple VPs, eah

node independently states if it is lassi�able or not. However, the TS option may

trigger the �ltering of the ICMP

echo
reply message on some paths induing a subset

of VPs to onsider the targeted devie as non−lassi�able (NO−REP). Fig. 4

reports the number of nodes not reeiving replies from a devie whih suessfully

replied to at least one VP: only 15% of addresses did not experiene suh in-

transit �ltering, while on average 4 VPs were fored by �ltering to onsider a

devie as non−lassi�able. We an onlude that the number of VPs is a key

point for appliations based on the TS option [16, 24℄.

4

http://traffi.omis.unina.it/tpa/

5

Aording to a ampaign onduted from our laboratory at University of Napoli.
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per traeroute trae.

When some VPs labeled an IP address as non−lassi�able and the other VPs

judged the same address as lassi�able, we did not onsider it as a on�it. Our

VPs unanimously agreed about more than 97% of IPs labeling 51% of addresses

as lassi�able and 47.6% as non−lassi�able. Con�iting verdits regarded a

limited number of IPs (1.4%) and were mainly aused by the removal of the TS

option on some reverse paths. Tab. 1 reports a breakdown of non−lassi�able IPs

per ategory (see Se. 3): our tehnique was unable to lassify suh IPs mostly

beause of devies not replying (16.4%), ignoring the TS option (14.6%), or

belonging to the JUN ategory (10.4%). We also found 9 IPs exposing multiple

behaviors to distint VPs, mainly aused by non−RFC ompliant routers (a

phenomenon deeply investigated in [10℄).

Besides non−lassi�able hops, more than a half of IPs in the dataset were

lassi�able by our tehnique. Adopting a per-trae point of view, Fig. 5 shows

the fration of lassi�able hops per trae (i) for eah VP and (ii) over the

entire dataset: on average 4%, 52% and 30% hops are lassi�able in eah trae

respetively by the most �ltered node (Worst VP), the less �ltered one (Best

VP) and over the entire dataset. As reported in the following, although not all

the hops in eah trae are lassi�able, our tehnique allows to investigate the

TP addresses impat on traeroute appliations.

Classi�ation results. Most lassi�able hops appeared in several paths from

multiple VPs toward multiple destinations. Fig. 6 shows the perentage of las-

si�able IPs always lassi�ed as TP or OP and those lassi�ed as both (Mix), on

the paths in whih they appeared. Suh paths are aggregated in three di�erent

ways: paths originated (1.) by the same VP toward multiple destinations, (2.) by

multiple VPs toward a single destination, (3.) by multiple VPs toward multiple

destinations. The obtained results highlight an unexpeted general trend: most

traeroute traes ontain many more TP than OP addresses. Hene, aording

to the router behavior desribed in Se. 3, most of the intermediate routers en-

ountered along the path reply to the traeroute originator using an interfae

di�erent from the ones traversed by the pakets sent to the targeted destination.

For both the aggregations 1 and 2, most of addresses were always lassi�ed as

TP or OP. However, some IPs were also variably lassi�ed and this phenomenon

is muh more important in the aggregation 3. Suh an evidene allows to on-

lude that the same address disovered with traeroute may lie or not on the

IP path depending on the (i) originating node and (ii) the targeted destination,

essentially due to both inter- and intra-domain routing.



Table 1: Root ause analysis of non−lassi�able IPs.

Category (Se. 3) IPs %IPs

PVT 9,428 2.2

NO−REP 72,775 16.4

NO−TS 64,641 14.6

JUN 45,963 10.4

NO−OPT 18,039 4

Multiple Behaviors 9 ∼0

Non−lassi�able IPs 210,885 47.6

Impat on derived AS links. While 224K IPs were lassi�ed at least one

as TP address, not all the TP addresses impat the AS-level links derived from

traeroute. Mapping eah hop to the owner AS [9℄, we identi�ed in our dataset

14, 783 di�erent ASes. In order to avoid ambiguities aused by the presene of

IXPs, we removed from our traes the hops assoiated to them aording to the

datasets provided by peeringDB [22℄ and PCH [21℄. From the resulting 34, 414
AS-level links, we removed 38 links involving sibling ASes aording to [1℄.

Taking into aount that the same AS link may appear in several traes to-

ward distint destinations and depending on the involved IPs, a single AS link

may be assoiated to multiple lassi�ations aording to how the two involved

IPs were lassi�ed eah time by our tehnique. In order to deal with this phe-

nomenon, we applied the following methodology: (1.) if both the involved IPs

were lassi�ed as OP at least one, we are on�dent that the orresponding AS

link atually exists; else, by adopting a onservative approah, (2.) if both the

involved IPs were non−lassi�able by our tehnique at least one, we onsider

the link as possible; �nally, (3.) the AS links whih always involved at least one

TP address are onsidered potentially false (see link ASx−ASz in Fig. 1). We

ounted 1, 897 existing links and 25, 990 possible links. On the other hand, we

found 6, 299 potentially false AS links orresponding to about 17% of the links

extrated from the dataset.

AS-level loops. False AS links aused by TP addresses may also generate bogus

AS-level loops. In our dataset, we registered 587, 126 traes normally reahing
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the destination, in whih an AS-level loop appeared. Among these traes, about

4, 144 loops involved sibling ASes. Thanks to our tehnique, we disovered that

TP addresses are involved in at least 37% of suh loops

6

: 105K and 149K loops

respetively started or ended with a TP address, while 6, 083 loops involved a

sequene of onseutive TP addresses. For instane, onsidering the AS1 AS2 AS3

AS1 sequene, if AS2 and AS3 are assoiated to TP addresses, one possibility is

that the orresponding path is entirely ontained in AS1, thus generating a bogus

loop.

4.3 Impliations of the results of our tehnique

The surprising high value of potentially false AS links suggests that TP addresses

an be a signi�ant soure of AS maps distortion. Suh onlusion on�rms the

one drawn by Zhang et al. [27℄ and is totally di�erent from the one given by

Hiun et al. [14℄. Here, we investigated the basi reasons of suh ontradition.

Aording to the heuristi method proposed by Hiun et al., a andidate TP

address is an intermediate hop that resolves to an AS that di�ers from the ASes

of both adjaent IPs in the same path. The method takes into aount also path

stability, AS ownerships and hostnames.

On the one hand, applying the Hiun's method on our dataset, 7, 457 IPs

were lassi�ed as andidate TP addresses. Suh addresses appeared in 56,595

di�erent IP1 IP2 IP3 sequenes where all the IPs were mapped to di�erent

ASes and IP2 represents the andidate TP address. Eah sequene appeared in

multiple traes and eah time the involved IPs were lassi�ed by our tehnique

7

:

(i) 166 sequenes resulted as real AS1 AS2 AS3 transitions, sine all the three

IPs were lassi�ed at least one as OP; (ii) although the andidate TP address

was non−lassi�able by our tehnique in 39, 824 sequenes, in 15, 850 of them

we reognized as TP address the previous or the next hop, whih ould be the

real responsible of a false AS link; (iii) in the remaining 16, 605 sequenes, our

tehnique always lassi�ed the entral address as TP in 85% of ases (the two

tehniques validate eah other in suh ases) and as OP in 14% of sequenes (in

ontradition to the response of the Hiun's method). In the last ase, we also

found 52 sequenes lassi�ed as both TP and OP depending on the traeroute

destination and the VP used.

On the other hand, only 1.5% of the TP addresses identi�ed by our tehnique

is deteted by the Hiun's method. The main reason is that a TP address is

suh independently from the AS point of view. In addition, a traeroute path

may ontain multiple onseutive TP addresses � a possibility onsidered remote

in [14℄. Considering the sequenes of onseutive TP addresses deteted in our

traes, Fig. 7 shows the distribution of their lengths. Globally, we registered

680K unique sequenes: about 25% were isolated TP addresses, but more than

a half onsisted of more than 3 onseutive TP addresses. As for ASy in Fig. 1,

6

Sine we used a onservative approah, the real impat may be potentially wider.

7

As desribed above, the address identi�ed by Hyun as andidate TP address may

e�etively lie or not on the IP path depending on the soure and the destination.



if a traeroute path only rosses border routers exposing TP addresses mapped

to other ASes, onseutive TP addresses may entirely hide an AS from the path.

5 Conlusion

In this paper, we presented and evaluated � to the best of our knowledge, for the

�rst time in literature � an ative probing tehnique able to identify TP addresses

in traeroute traes. Di�erently from most previous works, our tehnique does

not rely on information provided by BGP monitors and it allows to onlude

that TP addresses an be a signi�ant soure of AS map distortion. Thanks to

a large sale measurement ampaign, we draw the following general onlusions:

(i) the same address may be a TP address or not depending on the originating

host and the targeted destination; (ii) TP addresses may also be responsible

for bogus AS-level loops. We further observed that our tehnique was able to

lassify more than half of the total disovered IPs and, surprisingly, about 17%

of traeroute-derived AS-level links were a�eted by TP addresses, being thus

potentially false. Finally, our results on�rmed the onlusion drawn by Zhang

et al. [27℄ on the severity of this phenomenon and allowed to explain why suh

onlusion on�its with the one ahieved by Hyun et al [14℄: on our dataset, their

heuristi method was able to disover only 1.5% of the TP addresses reognized

by our tehnique.

In our ongoing work, we aim at quantifying the magnitude of the map dis-

tortion introdued when ombining traeroute- and BGP-derived information to

infer the AS-level topology of Internet. We also plan to investigate if and how

TP addresses an explain known inongruities, suh as extra, missing, and sub-

stitute hops arising when omparing the AS paths derived from traeroute with

the ones extrated from BGP monitors [27℄.
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